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NEWNOKTHAMERICANBOMBID^E.

BY H. J. FRANKLIN, PH.D.

Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass.

The author has, for several years, had in process of prepa-

ration a monograph of the Bumble-Bees, {Bomdus) and the

Inquiline Bees {Psiihyriis) of the entire New World, and it

was his expectation to have published this work this spring.

The pressure of other work, however, makes it necessary to

put off this publication, for a few months, though the paper

is near completion.

Under the circumstances, it seems best to publish, in a

short advance paper, the descriptions of the following spe-

cies : these species being the more important of the new
North American forms, which have been discovered in the

course of these investigations.

Bombiis (Boinbus) fernaldi new name,

Bombus ewardsii Fowler, Rept. Cal. Agr'l Exp. Sta. 1902, Part II,

p. 317 (misidentification)

.

The specimens from which Fowler made his description of

this species, having mistaken it for ediaardsii, may be looked

upon as the type specimens. Can those specimens be identi-

fied with certainty ?

Pile of medium length and rather fine. Face and occiput with much
yelloiv pile ; thorax, except for a usually broad black interalar batid,

clothed zvith yellow pile ; dorsum of abdomen luith basal segment yellow,

segments tivo and three usually e7itirely black, four and five largely

yellow and the apex usually black. Corbicular fringes of females dark.

Queen. —Head. —Wide for its length. Face mostly covered for some
distance above and below the bases of the antennae with a patch of

pure yellow pile ; occiput with a median triangular patch of yellow

pile with a slight admixture of black hairs ; cheeks dark. Labrum
with tubercle-like areas having their posterior (proximal) margins

rounded and their summits flat or concaved, the region between them
and above the shelf-like projection rather deeply excavated ; the shelf-

like projection not prominent. Malar space fully as long as its width

at apex ; between one-fifth and one-fourth as long as the eye. Clypeus
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158 HYMENOPTERA.

sparsely and coarsely punctate over the disc ; the corners densely and

coarsely punctate. Flagellum of antennse about twice as long as the

scape ; the third antennal segment much longer than the fifth, the

fourth and fifth subequal in length.

Thorax. —Anterior part of the dorsum covered with yellow pile, often

with a very slight sprinkling of black hairs admixed ; a very broad and

well defined black band present between the bases of the wings, its

hind border straight or curved backward slightly in the middle ; center

of the disc naked ; scutellum covered with yellow pile, mesopleurse

yellow to the bases of the legs ; metapleurae clothed with yellow pile
;

sides of the median segment usually with dark and yellow pile mixed.

Abdomen

.

—Dorsum : segment one yellow ; segments two and three

black ; segment four yellow, but often with some black hairs in the

very middle ; segment five with considerable black pile in the middle,

this very often sprinkling out somewhat strongly through the yellow

pile on the sides ; segment six dark. Venter largely dark, but with

the sides of the apical margins of the second to the fifth segments in-

clusive fringed more or less heavily with yellow hairs ; the middle por-

tion of the apical margin of the first segment also often with a yellow

fringe. Hypopygium without a median carina.

IVings. —Somewhat stained with brown; the fore pair darkest along

the costal border.

Legs. —Fore and middle coxae mostly dark ; hind coxae with some
yellow hairs on ther outer sides ; fore trochanters mostly dark ; middle

and hind trochanters with considerable yellow pile on their lower

sides ; fore femora sometimes with a few yellow hairs on their lower

sides ; middle femora sometimes entirely dark and sometimes with con-

siderable yellow pile on their lower sides ; hind femora always with

more or less yellow hair, and sometimes with more yellow than black
;

fore and middle tibiae and corbicular fringes dark.

Worker. —Much like the queen, but often with a strong admixture

of black hairs with the yellow on the front part of the dorsum of the

thorax ; middle trochanters and hind femora occasionally entirely dark

and the hind trochanters sometimes with only a very little yellow pile

;

the metapleurae sometimes with considerable dark pile and the sides

of the median segment occasionally entirely dark.

Male. —Face and occiput largely covered with pure yellow pile

;

cheeks with much yellow pile, usually connected with the yellow on

the occiput. Malar space longer than its width at the apex ; nearly

one-fourth as long as the eye. Clypeus mostly covered up with yellow

pile. Flagellum of antennae nearly three and one-third times as long

as the scape ; third antennal segment somewhat shorter than the fifth
;

the fourth shorter than the third.

Thorax. —Coloration much like that of the queen and worker, but

the black interalar band usually distinctly narrower.
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Abdotiien. —Dorsum: segment one yellow; segment two usually

mostly black, but its basal middle usually with more or less yellow

pile, this pile sometimes extending to the hind margin of the segment
;

segment three black ; segment four yellow, but usually with a little

black pile in the very middle ; segment five like segment four, but

usually with more black pile in the middle ; segments six and seven

black. Venter, except at the base, clothed mostly with yellow pile.

Wings. —Much like those of the queen and worker.

Legs. —Coxae, trochanters and femora with much yellow hair; fore

and middle tibiae mostly dark ; hind tibiae with outer faces slightly

hairy, their fringes usually with more or less pale ferruginous hairs
;

hind metatarsi with long, pale ferruginous hind fringes.

Dimensions. —Length : queen, 13| mm. to IS mm. ; worker, 10 mm.
to 12 mm. ; male, 10 mm. to 12 mm. Spread of wings: queen, about

34 mm. ; worker, 22 mm. to 31 mm. ; male, 22 mm. to 27 mm. Width

of abdomen at second segment : queen, about 9 mm. ; worker, 6 mm.
to 8 mm. ; male, \\ mm. to 7 mm.

Redescribed from three queens, seventeen workers and

seven males.

Habitat. —Most of my records for this species are Califor-

nian, as follows : Santa Clara County, Lake County, Nevada
County, San Jose County, Mendocino, Sonoma County,

Palo Alto, Yosemite, I have seen one worker from Nevada.

It seems to be a common species in California, at least in

some localities.

The species is a rather pretty one, the yellow pile being

very bright and contrasting sharply with the black.

I take pleasure in naming this species for Prof. C. H.

Fernald.

Boiiibus (Bombus) aiubiguus new species.

Types. —Described from one queen (the type) deposited

in the collection of Leland Stanford Jr. University and six

workers (cotypes) distributed evenly in the collections of the

American Entomological Society, the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural College and Leland Stanford Jr. University.

Pile of medium length and rather coarse in texture. Face and occi-

put ivith considerable yellow pile. Dorsum of thorax zvith mixed black

and yellow pile in front and mostly dark between the bases of the wings

and on the scutellum ; mesopleurce yellow ; dorsum of abdomen yellow

at base, black in the middle and black or slightly ferruginous at apex ;

wings rather strongly stained with broivn. Malar space long.
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Queen. —Head. —Face and occiput with large patches of pure yellow

pile ; cheeks mostly dark, but with a little yellow hair on the ventro-

lateral portions. Labrum with tubercle-like areas large and not

greatly separated, their margins rounded and summits only moder-

ately concave, almost flat ; the shelf-like projection narrow and not

very prominent. Malar space distinctly longer than its width at apex;

fully one-fourth as long as the eye. Clypeus sparsely and delicately

punctate over the disc, almost smooth ; the corners coarsely punctate.

Third antennal segment much longer than the fifth, the fifth longer

than the fourth.

Thorax. —Anterior part of dorsum covered with a mixture of black

and yellow pile, the region between the bases of the wings entirely

black and the scutellum mostly black, but with a slight sprinkling of

yellow hairs on its hind margin ; center of disc naked, smooth and

shining ; a line of dark pile running forward from the tegula on each

side ; mesopleurae entirely covered with yellow pile to the bases of the

legs ; metapleurae mostly yellow, but partly dark ; sides of median

segment dark.

Abdouieti. —Dorsum : segment one well covered with yellow pile on

the sides, but rather sparsely clothed and with a few dark hairs in the

middle ; segment two for the most part well covered with yellow pile,

but less densely clothed and with a few black hairs on the basal mid-

dle ; segments three and four entirely black ; segment five black at

base, but with light ferruginous pile on the apical portion, especiallj'

in the middle ; segment six mostly ferruginous, but with some black

hairs on the sides. Venter with the apical margins of all the seg-

ments, except the basal and apical one, well fringed with light yellow

hair.

Wings. —Somewhat strongly stained with brown ; the fore pair much
the lightest across their middle portions.

Legs. —Trochanters with considerable light pile on their lower sides

and the corbicular fringes with some ferruginous hairs Cas seen with

a lens), otherwise mostly dark ; the tarsi rather strongly ferruginous.

Worker. —Much like the queen, but the occiput always and the

face sometimes with a strong admixture of black hairs with the yel-

low ; the thorax usually with a somewhat stronger sprinkling of yellow

hairs on the hind margin of the scutellum than in the case of the

queen ; sometimes with no line of dark pile running forward from the

tegula; metapleurae sometimes mostly dark, and sometimes mostly

yellow ; sides of median segment usually with a sprinkling of yellow

hairs ; first dorsal abdominal segment yellow only on the sides, dark

and sparsely clothed in the middle ; second dorsal segment sometimes,

as in queen, but usually with a noticeable median triangle of black

pile, the base of the trangle being on the front margin and its apex

reaching backward across the hind margin ; the dorsum of the abdo-
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men as a whole usually with but little light pile and sometimes entirely

dark beyond the second segment ; corbicular fringes usually entirely

dark ; trochanters sometimes with very little light pile ; venter some-

times with very little light hair on the apical margins of any of the

segments.

Male. —Unknown.
Dimensions. —Length: queen, 12 mm. ; worker, 9 mm. to 13 mm.

Spread of wings: queen, 30 mm. ; worker, 21 mm. to 25 mm. Width
of abdomen at second segment : queen, 8 mm. ; worker, 5 min. to 6

mm.

Habitat. —My records for this species are only those of the

type specimens, as follows: California (one queen without

locality label, three workers from Sisson and one worker

from Santa Cruz Mts.) and Washington (two workers from

Keyport). It appears to be a rare species, confined to the

Pacific coast region of the western United States. What are

its northern, eastern and southern limits ?

This form is most closely related to B. sitkensis Nyl. of

which it may be only a subspecies, though all the specimens

before me have noticeably shorter pile than has that species.

Bombiis (Bonibias) inoi*monoriim new species.

Types. —Described from four queens (cotypes), many
workers (all cotypes) and two males (cotypes). These
specimens were all taken in Utah as follows : two queens,

nineteen workers and two males from Beaver Valley (the

contents of a nest); one other queen and one other worker

also from Beaver Valley ; one queen and one worker from

Beaver Creek Hills ; one worker from Beaver Canyon and

two from South Creek, Beaver County. All the type speci-

mens deposited in the collection of the Museum of Brooklyn

Institute except a queen and worker in the collection of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College and a queen and worker

in the collection of the United States National Museum.
Pile short and of medium textiire. Thorax clothed with yellow pile,

with no trace of a black inter alar band. Dorsum of abdomen with seg-

tnent one yellow ; segmetit two e^itirely yellow or with the apical margin
black or the basal middle taiuny ; the remaining segments mostly black.

Corbicular fringes of fetnales dark. Wings of females rather deep

brown. Malar space short.

Queen. —Head. —Face with considerable yellow pile mixed with the
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black about the bases of the antennae ; occiput with considerable yellow

pile, but usually with more of less black hair admixed ; cheeks dark.

Labrum with tubercle-like areas having their hind (proximal) margins

rather sharply rounded and summits considerably concaved, the region

between them, and above the shelf -like projection, deeply excavated
;

the shelf-like projection rather wide and prominent. Malar space dis-

tinctly shorter than its width at the apex ; less than one-sixth as long

as the eye. Clypeus for the most part very delicately punctate over

the disc. Each lateral ocellus about one-half as far from the supra-

orbital line as from the nearest eye. Flagellum of antennae about one

and four-fifths times as long as the scape ; third antennal segment

longer than the fifth, the fifth longer than the fourth.

Thorax. —Dorsum clothed with yellow pile ; mesopleurse covered

with yellow pile to the bases of the legs ; metapleurae mostly clothed

with yellow ; sides of the median segment sometimes entirely dark and

sometimes clothed with light yellow pile, but usually with a mixture

of dark and light hairs.

Abdomen. —Dorsum: segment one yellow; segment two covered

with yellow pile, except for black on its apical margin ; segment three

black, but sometimes with slight touches of yellow pile on the extreme

side margins; segments four, five and six entirely black. Venter

black. Hypopygium without a median carina.

Wings. —Rather dark brown ; the fore pair darkest in the region

beyond the veins.

Legs. —Coxae and trochanters mostly dark ; femora with more or

less yellow pile on their lower sides ; fore and middle tibiae and corbi-

cular fringes dark.

Worker. —Much like the queen, but the apical margin of the second

dorsal abdominal segment often covered with yellow pile and at least

the basal middle reddish tawny, pile of this color sometimes covering

the entire segment ; segments three and four usually with strong

touches of yellow pile on their extreme side margins ; the sides of the

median segment usually with pure, or nearly pure, pale yellow pile;

the face, above the bases of the antennae, and the occiput usually with

purer yellow pile than in the case of the queen.

Male. —Head. —Face and occiput mostly covered with whitish pile
;

cheeks with some whitish pile connecting with that on the occiput.

Malar space about one-third as long as wide. Clypeus mostly covered

up with whitish pile. Ocelli in the narrowest part of the vertex, the

lateral ones separated by about one-half their own diameter from the

margins of the eyes. Third and fifth antennal segments equal in

length, the fourth much shorter than either ; flagellum about two and
three-fourths times as long as the scape.

Thorax. —Dorsum, pleurae and sides of the median segment covered

with whitish pile.
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Abdomen. —Dorsum : segments one and two whitish ; the remaining

segments mostly dark, but with considerable whitish pile on the sides.

Venter with mostly whitish pile.

Wings. —Much lighter than those of the females ; somewhat stained

with brown.
Legs. —Coxae, trochanters and femora all clothed for the most part

with whitish pile ; fore tibiae mostly dark ; middle tibiae mostly dark

or with considerable whitish pile on their hind sides ; hind tibiae with

outer faces mostly bare, their front fringes short and mostly dark,

their hind fringes long and dark or whitish ; hind metatarsi with long

and more or less whitish hind fringes.

Dimensions. —Length: queen, 17 mm. to 21| mm. ; worker, 11 mm.
to 17 mm. ; male, about 13 mm. Spread of wings: queen, 41 mm.
to 43 mm. ; worker, 26 mm. to 37 mm. ; male, about 34 mm. Width
of abdomen at second segment: queen, about 9} mm.; worker, S\

mm. to 8 mm.; male, about 7| mm.

This species is closely allied to B. separahis and it is quite

possible that it should be considered a subspecies or color

variant of that species.

Boiubus (Bombias) mexicensis new species.

Bombus teriiarins (var. d.). Ant. Handlirsch, Ann. naturh. Hofmus.
Wien. Ill, 1888, p. 230, 9 (misidentification)

.

Type. —Described from four cotype queens from Mexico,

of which one is deposited in the collection of the Massachu-

setts Agricultural College, and three in the collection of the

United States National Museum.
Pile rather short and rather coarse. Malar space short. Head mostly

dark. Dorsum of thorax yellow, with a broad black interalar band.

Mesopleurce mostly yellow. Dorsum of abdoinen yelloiv, red and black.

Wings rather light. Legs black.

Queen. —Head. —Short for its width. Face mostly black, but with a

faint sprinkling of short pale pile intermixed with the black hair on
the region around the bases of the antennae. Occiput with mostly

black pile, but with an admixture of pale yellow hairs, especially on
the very hind margin. Side of heads behind eyes entirely dark.

Malar space considerably shorter than its width at apex ; slightly less

than one-sixth as long as the eye. Clypeus shining and rather sparsely

and delicately punctate. Ocelli not far below the supraorbital line
;

slightly above the narrowest part of the front ; the lateral ones some-
what nearer to the margins of the eyes than to each other. Flagellun

of antennae about one and two-thirds times as long as the scape ; the

third antennal segment equal to the fourth and fifth taken together,

the fifth scarcely longer than the fourth.
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Thorax. —Dorsum yellow, but with a very broad and well defined

black interalar band (this band being distinctly but not greatly more
than half as wide —from front to rear —as it is long —from wing base

to wing base —and of nearly equal width all the way across, though

slightly narrower toward the bases of the wings ; the middle of the

disc with a longitutinally elongate area, large enough to be very notice-

able to the naked eye (this area being within the black interalar band)

naked, mostly smooth and shining. Mesopleuraae often covered with

yellow pile very nearly to the bases of the legs and always with the

yellow extending down as far as two-thirds of the distance from the

level of the bases of the wings toward the bases of the legs. Meta-

pleurge sometimes clothed for the most part with yellow pile and some-

times with only their very upper ends bearing yellow hair. Sides of

the median segment sometimes entirely dark, but often with consider-

able yellow hair.

Abdomen. —Dorsum : segment one yellow ; segment two yellow on

the basal middle, but with red pile on the extreme sides and along the

hind margin, the yellow patch narrowing toward the front margin

toward the sides of the segment ; segment three red ; segment four

with some red and a few black hairs in the very middle, at least at the

base, but for the most part clothed with yellow pile ; segment five

black, but with a few yellow hairs on the extreme sides ; segment six

dark. Venter usually entirely dark. Epipygium with a low, rounded,

longitudinal median carina on its apical portion. Hypopygium also

tending to be carinate on its very apical portion, in the middle.

Wi7igs. —Only very moderately infuscate ; the fore pair generally

lighter across the middle portion.

Legs. —Pile, including the corbicular fringes, all dark.

Dimetisiojis

.

—Length, 14 mm. to 15^ mm. ; spread of wings, 34 mm.
to 36 mm. ; width of abdomen at second segment, 7 mm. to 8| mm.

This species has its closest relative in rufochictus, of which

it may indeed be only a subspecies. I have been unable to

separate it structurally from ridocinctus, but it may readily

be separated from that species, as it is known to me, by its

darker occiput and its much wider and better defined black

interalar band. The yellow pile of mexicensis is pale straw

yellow. The red pile is somewhat variable in shade, but,

when the shade is deepest, it is perhaps best described as

dark ferruginous.

Psitliyrus fernaldae new species.

Psithyrus hisularis, Ashmead, Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., IV, 1902, May
23, p. 130 (pars).

Psithyrus insularis, Ashmead, Hym. of Alaska, 1904, p. 136 (pars).
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Types. —Described from seventeen females of which five

are deposited in the collection of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural College, four in the collection of the New Hampshire

College, and the remainder (8) in the collection of the United

States National Museum.
Face dark ; occiput with yelloiv pile ; dorsum of thorax entirely cov-

ered with yellow or with a dark spot on the disc, or with a distinct dark

interalar band ; pleurce yellow to, or nearly to, the bases of the le^s ; or

with their entire lower halves dark ; dorsum of abdomen usually with

yellow on the sides of the first segnietit and oti the sides of the apical mar-
gin of the third, but sometimes entirely dark except for the yellow on the

fourth segment and the light ferruginous pubesce7ice on the apical por-

tion of the apical one. Apex of abdomen u?nisually strongly recurved.

Female. —Head. —Face sometimes with a slight yellow touch above
the bases of the antennae, but usually entirely dark; occiput with a

large triangular patch of yellow pile ; cheeks dark. Malar space nearly

as long as its width at the apex ; about one-fourth as long as the eye.

Clypeus with its front part, especially in the middle, somewhat sparsely

punctate, its base and sides being more or less densely so. Flagellum

of antenna; nearly twice as long as the scape ; the third antennal seg-

ment longer than the fifth and the fifth longer than the fourth.

Thorax. —Dorsum, except the small bare spot on the very center of

of the disc, sometimes clothed entirely with yellow pile, sometimes

with a black spot on the disc, and sometimes with a distinct though

poorly defined black band between the bases of the wings ; mesopleurae

usually covered with yellow pile to, or nearly to, the bases of the legs,

but sometimes with their entire lower halves dark ; metapleurae with

considerable yellow pile or entirely dark ; sides of the median segment
dark, sometimes with a few light hairs admixed ; extreme sides of the

metanotum (postscutellum) sometimes entirely dark, but generally

with considerable yellow pile.

Abdomen. —Dorsum: segment one dark in the middle, and usually

wth more or less yellow pile on the sides but sometimes entirely dark
;

segment two dark ; segment three dark, but usually with considerable

yellow pile on the sides of its apical border, segment four, except for

some black pile on its very middle portion, covered with yellow pile
;

segment five dark, but often considerably ferruginous on the sides;

segment six strongly pointed at its apex and usually bearing light

brown ferruginous pubescence over a considerable portion of its sur-

face, this pubescence being very thick and matted about the very apex.

Venter dark, sometimes with a few scattering yellowish or ferruginous

hairs. Hypopygium very pointed at apex, its lateral carinse rather

strongly elevated and approaching each other posteriorly considerably

in front of the apex of the segment ; the apical portion bearing a con-
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siderable amount of yellowish ferruginous pile, and the very tip usu-

ally extending distinctly beyond the tip of the last dorsal segment.

Witif^s —Considerably stained with brown, the fore pair usually dark-

est in the region beyond the veins.

Legs —Mostly dark ; the hind metatarsi fully three times as long as

their greatest breadth, their hind margins slightly arcuate.

Dimensions —Length, 12 mm. to 16 mm. ; spread of wings 29 mm.
to 38 mm. ; width of abdomen at second segment, 6^ mm. to 9 mm.

Habitat. —I have records of this species as follows ; Maine

(Orono), Massachusetts (Amherst— a single 9 ), NewHamp-

shire (Webster, Durham, Crawfords. Mt. Washington and

Conway), New York (Ithaca), Washington (Mt. Ranier),

British Columbia (Kaslo and Metlakatla) and Alaska (Nush-

agak and Sitka). It belongs mainly to the Boreal region,

but it runs over into the Transition Zone somewhat. Exten-

sive collecting will probably extend the range of habitat

given above considerably. In the West, it will probably be

found to range south into Colorado and Northern California.

In the East, it seems to be about as common as ashtoni. It

is surely present in Vermont.

I am strongly of the opinion that fernaldce is the female of

tricolor. I have evidence to support this opinion as follows :

1. Both fernaldcB and tricolor, as shown by their structure,

are without any very close known allies in the New World

and they are the only species which appear to stand thus

isolated.

2. They have about the same range of habitat, though tri-

color has been taken in Colorado while fernaldce has not.

3. The fernaldcE females alone ever have a touch of ferru-

ginous pile on the sides of the fifth dorsal abdominal seg-

ment to correspond with the pile of the same color on the

apex of the abdomen of the tricolor males.

4. The closest allies of {ernaldce known to me, are the

females of the European species, P. qiiadricolor and P. glo-

bosus, and the males of those same two species are the closest

allies of tricolor, as shown by the descriptions, figures of

genitalia, etc., of Schmiedeknecht (Apid. Europ. 1882, pp.

406 and 409 and Tab. 14, figs. 4, 5 and 6). There are speci-

mens of both sexes of both guadricolor and globosiis, labeled
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by Schmiedeknecht, in the collection of the iNIassachiuietts

Agricultural College, and I have compared them carefully with

specimens of fernaldcs and tricolor, and I find from this com-

parison that both qnadricolor and globosiis, especially the

former, are closely allied to both fernaldce and tricolor.

While I was unable to dissect any of these specimens of

either qnadricolor or globosus, on account of their value as

authentic specimens, the genitalia of one of the qnadricolor

males were protruding from the end of the abdomen, and I

was thus enabled to compare even the genitalia of this species

with those of tricolor, and they are very similar, as Schmie-

deknecht's figure shows. While qnadricolor and globosiis

both differ noticeably, in some respects, in coloration from

{ernaldcE and tricolor, they all agree in a tendency to have

some reddish pile on the apical portion of the abdomen.

I am pleased to name this species in honer of Mrs. C. H.

Fernald.
Psitliyi'iis tricolor new species.

Apathns insularis Cresson, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phil., II, 1863, p. 113,

male, var. c. (probably misidentification)

.

? Psithyrus insularis, Ashmead, Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., IV, 1902,

May 29, p. 130 (pars.).

? Psithyrus insularis, Ashmead, Hym. of Alaska, 1904, p. 136 (pars.).

Types. —Described from thirty cotypes which are deposited

in the following collections : United States National Mu-
seum, Massachusetts Agricultural College, Museumof Brook-

lyn Institute, New Hampshire College, Entomological So-

ciety of Ontario, Leland Standford Jr. University, Colorado

Agricultural College, American Entomological Society, and

the private collections of Mr. J. C. Crawford, Prof. T. D. A.

Cockerell, Mr. P. G. Bolster, Boston, Mass., and Mr. H. L.

Viereck,

Female. —I am strongly of the opinion that fernalda; is the

female of this species. See the discussion under fernaldcB.

Alale. —Head. —Face black, sometimes with a touch of yellow pile

above the basses of the antennae ; occiput with a triangular patch of

yellow pile ; cheeks dark. Malar space nearty as long as its width at

the apex ; nearly one-fourth as long as the eye. Clypeus clothed with

black pile.
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Thorax. —Dorsum yellow, with usually poorly defined black band

between the bases of the wings, or at least with a large black spot on

the disk (when a distinct band is present, it usually extends back, in

the middle, onto the middle of the scutellum); mesopleurse usually

covered with yellow pile to the bases of the legs, but sometimes with

their lower portions dark ; metapleurae sometimes dark and sometimes

yellow, but usually with considerable yellow pile ; sides of the median

segment sometimes entirely dark, but usually with considerable light

pile admixed. ^

Abdotnen. —Dorsum : segment one, entirely or mostly yellow ; seg-

ment two, sometimes entirely yellow, sometimes yellow in the middle

with a black spot on each side, and sometimes entirely black ; segment

three, entirely yellow, yellow on the sides and more or less black in the

middle, or even nearly or entirely black ; segment four yellow ; seg-

ment five black, sometimes with a slight sprinkling of j'ellowish or fer-

ruginous hairs ; segment six often entirely clothed with fulvo-ferrugin-

ous pile, but frequently with more or less black pile on the basal por-

tion ; segment seven with yellowish-ferruginous, or fulvo-ferruginous

pile. Venter, at least on the sides, with considerable yellow pile.

Wings. —Somewhat stained with brown, often subhyaline ; the fore

pair usually darkest in the region beyond the veins.

Legs. —Mostly dark ; the trochanters and femora often with consider-

able yellow pile ; tibiae and the very tips of the femora often with con-

siderable ferruginous hair ; the tarsi with more or less fulvo-ferrugin-

ous hair.

Dimensions

.

—Length, lOi mm. to 14 mm. ; spread of wings, 25 mm.
to 32 mm. ; width of abdomen at second segment, h\ mm. to 7 mm.

Habitat. —I have records of this species as follows : Alaska

(Fort Wrangle, Juneau, Sitka and Fox Point). Alberta

(Banff), British Columbia (Metlakatla), Washington (Olym-

pic Mts.), Colorado (Ward and Pagosa Peak), New York
(Brant Lake and Otto), Nova Scotia (Weymouth —P. G.

Bolster, collec.tor), and New Hampshire (Durham, Webster

and Mt. Washington). It is probably also present in the fol-

lowing States : Oregon, northern California, Idaho, Mon-
tana, Wyoming, Utah, North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin,

Michigan, Vermont, Maine, and possibly parts of Massachu-

setts and Pennsylvania. It probably also ranges throughout

a considerable portion of Canada, from the Atlantic to the

Pacific Ocean. It is mainly a Boreal species, but it runs over

into the Transition Zone somewhat.


